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army. For the sake of safety she proposed to compel those who cams
to her to come in boats.
When the first World War came in 1914, Germany could do little
harm to the island empire, try as she might. Even dirigibles and air.
planes wrought only intermittent and local destruction on the English
coast and in London. The island as a whole was unaffected. In the end,
because England's water boundaries had led her to develop a great navy,
she maintained control of the sea, and cut off a large share of Germany's
foreign commerce, while she herself was being greatly helped by supplies
and ammunition from America and elsewhere. When America was
ready to enter the war, British ships carried more than a million of out
men overseas.
When the next war began in 1939, however, airplanes had improved
so much that Britain's water barriers had lost much of their value. Noth<
ing gave the British so much anxiety as the fear that German fliers would
bomb cities and destroy not only ships but also railroad bridges, factories^
and the docks which hold ships at the level of high tide. By that time:
safety against air raids demanded a far greater barrier of water such as the
whole Atlantic.
Water Barriers of Japan. Aside from Great Britain many other large
islands have the advantage of protection by water. Only Japan, however,
has so stimulating a climate and is located so close to a continent that it
reaps an advantage similar to that of Britain. Japan, to be sure, has the
disadvantage of being far from the center of the land hemisphere and of
having no highly advanced neighbors close at hand. On the other hand,
her island position has allowed her to develop her civilization without
being swamped by the barbarous invaders who have again and again
entered China from the bleak deserts of Central Asia. In our day Japan
has an effective navy and is acquiring a large merchant marine, so that
she follows closely in the footsteps of Great Britain.
Oceans as Carriers of Commerce
(1) Low Cost of Ocean Transportation. Although-the oceans serve
as barriers they also help in transportation, provided people build the
right kind of boats. Transportation by water is so cheap that the oceans
carry a vast volume of commerce. Let us compare this method with
others. The cost of transporting goods by hand sledges across snowy
mountains is sometimes as high as $20 per ton for a single mile. That is
what it cost, for example, when the Klondike mines on the Yukon were
first opened, and supplies had to be carried from southern Alaska. To
carry a ton a mile in the air costs a dollar or so, although the rate is fast
decreasing. The cost by rail is far lower, being less than two cents in the

